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Theme: Draw Close, Stay Close 
Week 1:  Community – The Trinity as our foundation and example 
 
1. What constitutes a community?  Of what communities are you a member? How do your 

communities compare; i.e., what strengths/weaknesses exist in these groups? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What does God know about communities? Read Genesis 1:26-28. What does this passage 

reveal about God and the idea/ideals of a community?  
 
 
 

 
 

3. To practice the discipline of community, us with God and then each other, what are the 
things that we should be engaged in trying/doing to approach the ideal God has for us? Why 
would doing community require an intentional discipline that involves effort/work?   

 
 
 
 

 
4. Look at John 17:20-23. What is Jesus teaching us through His prayer about being a 

community? What challenges do we (you) face as we endeavor to be such a community? 
 
 
 

 
 
5. Consider Genesis 2:18.  What is your experience with respect to not being tied to some type 

of community; i.e., what has been the effect of any prolonged loneliness in your life?  
 
 
 
 
 
6. Describe your favorite community experience; in particular, what made it so special? What 

do you see your role in making other community experiences special? Does this expand 
your definition of how to practice the discipline of community you noted above is #3? 
 

 
 
 
 

7. Practice of the week: Share your insights as a result of doing the practice of the week from 
Jeff’s sermon notes. 
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Additional Considerations: 
x The term Trinity describes the very nature of God: a being (three, in fact) in love-centered 

relationship. The theology of the Trinity does not exists explicitly in the Old Testament or 
early church writings, and not in the New Testament. The early church wrestled with this 
concept for a couple of centuries, addressing various alternate notions such as Arianism, 
which says Jesus was created by God, and Modalism, which posited that God exists in 
different roles at different times but not all roles at once. These theories were finally dropped 
in favor of the understanding we now hold as the Trinity. Resolution occurred through the 
Council of Nicea in 325 AD and, in 381 AD, the Council of Constantinople solidified what we 
now recite as the Nicene Creed. The Nicene Creed, by the way, is affirmed by the 
Evangelical Covenant Church in its statements of beliefs. To explore this further, visit this 
site: 

http://www.covchurch.org/who-we-are/beliefs/  
x The fact that God (the Trinity) decided to make man in His image says a lot about how we 

too are made for community. What evidence of this can you identify in your daily habits and 
conduct that make it clear that you were intended to be in community with others? 

x God says in Genesis 2:18 that man being alone is not His design. Even He is not alone as 
He communes constantly with the Son and Spirit. He certainly wants us to be part of that 
heavenly community which makes up His Kingdom, but on earth we are to be in community 
with one another. This applies to marriages, friendships, and the fellowship of believers as 
the body of Christ as we worship, serve, and work to further His will.  

x Last month we studied prayer, which included a look at our on-going discipline and practice 
of maintaining our conversation with God. How does the fact that God is one as well as 
three (Father, Son and Spirit) factor into your prayer life?  One image some have presented 
is that of three chairs arranged in a circle – one for each member of the Trinity. Add one 
more chair to that circle and place yourself in that seat. Now talk! How does that picture of 
prayer strike you? Does that visual of being an intimate member in close community with 
God help in how you converse with Him? In a sense, God is the prototypical “small group” 
that is always open to one or more joining this love-based community. How would increasing 
our understanding of and interactions with the God community (Trinity) help us relate to Him 
and to each other?   

Quote of the week: “We do not hold the doctrine of the Trinity because it is self-evident or 
logically cogent; we hold it because God has revealed that this is what he is like.” – Millard 
Erickson 


